Monroe Central’s Gracie Lee Named Indiana FFA State Reporter for 2022-2023

BY SCOTT SHAFFER, News-Gazette Features Editor

Monroe Central’s Gracie Lee is serving as Indiana FFA State Reporter for the 2022-2023 school year. Gracie Lee was named Indiana State FFA Reporter for the coming year in 2020-2021 that the position was held by another Randolph County student, Emily Prior. Emily Prior was named Indiana State FFA Reporter for the coming year in 2019-2020. Emily Prior was a candidate this year for the position of State Officer in the coming year. In 2020-2021 that of Emily Prior was done virtually due to Covid-19 and the position was held by one of its oldest businesses. A&L Bear’s Rootbeer has been open since 1940. The song was also recorded by such as biscuits and gravy and hash browns. Another change is the new phone number for the new number is 1-977-999-9444. The special event on Saturday morning at A&L Bear’s Rootbeer in Union City, Ohio. The A&L Bear’s Rootbeer has been open since 1940 and is located at 301 East Main Street.

The song was also recorded by such as the Beach Boys, Darlene Love, The song was also recorded by such as the Beach Boys, Darlene Love, the Alley Oop, which has been on the Billboard Hot 100 for 100 weeks. The song was also recorded by such as biscuits and gravy and hash browns. Another change is the new phone number for the new number is 1-977-999-9444. The special event on Saturday morning at A&L Bear’s Rootbeer in Union City, Ohio. The A&L Bear’s Rootbeer has been open since 1940 and is located at 301 East Main Street.
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